[A study of complexity and power spectrum of cortical EEG and hippocampal potential in rats under different behavioral states].
Objective. To study the complexity and the power spectrum of cortical EEG and hippocampal potential in rats under waking and sleep states. Method. Cortical EEG and hippocampal potential were collected by implanted electrodes in freely moving rats. Algorithmic complexity (Kc), approximate entropy (ApEn), power spectral density (PSD) and gravity frequency of PSD of the potential waves were calculated. Result. The complexity of hippocampal potential was higher than that of cortical EEG under every state. The complexity of cortical EEG was lowest under the state of non rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep. The complexity of hippocampal potential was highest under waking state. The total power of both potentials in 0.5- 30 Hz frequency band showed their highest values under NREM state. Conclusion. The values of Kc and ApEn are closely related to the distributions of PSD. When there are evident peaks in PSD, the complexities of signals will decrease. The complexities may be used to distinguish the difference between cortical EEG and hippocampal potential, or large differences between the same kind of potentials under different behavioral states.